Logistics
Class webpage
Send me an e-mail with at least 5
papers by this Friday

Next two weeks
This class: background on temporal analysis
Next class: background on deep models

Agenda
Data/benchmark analysis

Spatiotemporal features

Spatiotemporal models

Walk

Stand

Crouch

[Caveat - I’ll talk about many of this issues wrt my own work]

Image benchmarks

Torralba, et al. PAMI 2008.

Xiao, et al. CVPR 2010.

Like it or not, crucial for advances in the field
Large-scale annotated video datasets are more rare - why?

Action recognition benchmarks

UCF 101 Sports, 2013

Hollywood, CVPR’09

KTH, ICPR’04

UCF Youtube, CVPR’08

Olympics sport, BMVC’10

VIRAT, CVPR’11

1) Video is cumbersome to label (difficult to define natural categories outside sports)
2) Collecting interesting but natural video is surprisingly hard
3) Most current work focuses on K-way classification (similar to image recognition 10 years ago)

KTH

Classification performance around 100%
“Outdated”

TRECVID

“Woodworking” action
board-trick, feeding animal, fishing, wedding, woodworking, birthday, changing vehicle tire, flash mob, vehicle unstuck,
grooming an animal, sandwich making, parade, parkour, repairing appliance and sewing,...

State-of-the-art is around 5-10% accuracy

Challenge 1: how we do know what to label?
Look for cues in language (how do people describe images/videos?)
…
RICK
Why weren't you honest with me? Why
did you keep your marriage a secret?

Rick sits down with Lisa.
LISA
Oh, it wasn't my secret, Richard.
Victor wanted it that way. Not even
our closest friends knew about our
marriage.
…

Mining movie scripts
Everingham et al. BMVC
Laptev et al 08.

Ask people on turk for descriptions
Farhadi et al ECCV10

Challenge 1: how we do know what to label?
Look for cues in medical/labor literature on
“activities of daily living” (ADLs)
616

ARM

MOTOR

motor test without interfering with the natural flow of movement
characteristic of everyday activity. The examiner also rated each
component task according to two scales relevant to recovery of
motor function: Functional Ability (ie, capacity to accomplish
the specified motor or behavioral goal) and Quality Of Movement (ie, how well the task movements are executed). These
scales provide information about aspects of movement that are
difficult to assess quantitatively
when studying a broad range
of tasks. Task performance was videotaped for later scoring by
three independent clinicians.
An initial reliability assessment of the AMAT with 30 randomly selected patients at varying periods after a cerebrovascular accident and 10 age-matched unaffected controls indicated
high interrater reliability (range = .96 to .99, median = .97).6
The test also discriminated well between patients and healthy
controls and was consistent with the clinical evaluation ratings
of occupational therapists, providing preliminary validity data.
In a related outcome study of Constraint-Induced
Movement
therapy5an attention-control
group of chronic stroke patients
exhibited a small, nonsignificant
deterioration
in AMAT test
scores within a 2-week interest interval, indicating the absence
of a practice effect for this period. The experimental group of
chronic stroke patients showed a significant decrease in performance time after intervention and a significant improvement on
both rating scales, indicating that the test was sensitive to
change in patient status.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether the original assessment of the reliability and sensitivity to change of the
AMAT could be replicated and extended in a second laboratory.
Several aspects of reliability
were studied, including: (1) interrater agreement, (2) test-retest reliability,
and (3) internal
consistency of test items. Sensitivity to change in patient status
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Kopp
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1: AMAT

Compound

Tasks

and Task

Components

Cut “Meat”
1. Pick up knife and fork*
2. Cut “meat”
(Play-Doh)*t
3. Fork to mouth
Foam “Sandwich”
4. Pick up foam “sandwich”
5. “Sandwich”
to mouth
Eat With Spoon
6. Pick up spoon
7. Pick up dried kidney bean with spoon
8. Spoon to mouth
Drink From Mug
9. Grasp mug handle
10. Mug to mouth
Comb Hair
11. Pick up comb
12. Comb hairt
Open Jar
13. Grasp jar top*
14. Screw iar too ooen*
Tie Shoelace
’ ’
15. Tie shoelace*t
Use Telephone
16. Phone received
to ear
17. Press phone number
Wipe Up Spilled Water (7mL)
18. Wipe up water (six movements)
19. Discard towel in wastebasket
Put on Cardigan
(Jacket-Style)
Sweater
20. Affected
arm in sleeve, sweater over affected
21. Button two lower buttons*
Put On T-Shirt
22. Arms in T-shirt sleeves*t
23. Head through
neckhole*t
24. Pull down and straighten
shirt*
Prop On Extended
Arm
25. Prop on extended
affected arm, reach across
unaffected
arm, Dick uo small obiect*

shoulder*1

body

with

Challenge 1: how we do know what to label?
Actions vs goal-directed behaviors

Chase vs follow

Challenge 1: how we do know what to label?
Actions vs goal-directed behaviors

Chase vs follow

What is the relevant perceptual output here?

(Video thanks to David Forsyth)

Challenge 2: how we do obtain interesting data?

Script it, using actors

Use real but “boring” data

Challenge 2: how we do obtain interesting data?

Egocentric/wearable cameras
“Functional” ADLs
Easy to capture variety-rich data

Challenge 3: how we do produce detailed annotations?
4

Carl Vondrick et al.

Crowdsource labeling

Fig. 2: Our online, interactive video annotation user interface. Users can play the video, draw bounding boxes
around objects of interest, and track each object throughout its lifetime. Each object can have multiple attributes
that further describe its actions. Workers can adjust the play back speed, seek throughout the timeline, and mark
objects as occluded or off the screen. Since scenes quickly become cluttered, users can lock objects to prevent
accidental modifications to their paths. Keyboard shortcuts are available.

Lessons: Interface design matters

Subject

User

Scripted
Fixed Ratio

Use experts, not the crowd
Active annotation
helps
Basketball
Saved

User

Fixed

Ratio

Saved

User

VIRAT
Fixed Ratio

Saved
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Spacetime features
4

Simple approach: just use spatial features

Carl Vondrick et al.

Surprisingly (and annoyingly) effective

Build a bank of static-image detectors (of poses, objects, ....)
(cf. recent internships from past summer)

Fig. 2: Our online, interactive video annotation user interface. Users can play the video, draw bounding boxes
around objects of interest, and track each object throughout its lifetime. Each object can have multiple attributes

Aside: fine-grained activities

Exploiting motion
Spatiotemporal interest points (STIPS)

[Laptev 2005]

(Pre-deep) XYT descriptor evaluation

Descriptors

Detection (AP)
Harris3D

Cuboids

Hessian

Dense

HOG3D

43.7%

45.7%

41.3%

45.3%

HOG/HOF

45.2%

46.2%

46.0%

47.4%

HOG

32.8%

39.4%

36.2%

39.4%

HOF

43.3%

42.9%

43.0%

45.5%

Cuboids

-

45.0%

-

-

E-SURF

-

-

38.2%

-

[Wang, Ullah, Kläser, Laptev, Schmid, 2009]

Compute features along dense trajectories
Dense sampling
in each spatial scale

Tracking in each spatial scale separately

Trajectory description

HOG

HOF

MBH

Figure 2. Illustration of our dense trajectory description. Left: Feature points are sampled densely for multiple spatial scales. Middle:
Tracking is performed in the correspondingAction
spatial scale
over L frames. by
Right:
Trajectory
descriptors are based on its shape represented by
Recognition
Dense
Trajectories
relative point coordinates as well as appearance and motion information over a local neighborhood of N ⇥ N pixels along the trajectory.
Heng Wang, Alexander Kläser, Cordelia Schmid, Liu Cheng-Lin
In order to capture the structure information, the trajectory neighborhood is divided into a spatio-temporal grid of size n ⇥ n ⇥ n⌧ .

a standard KLT tracker. Trajectories in a video are clussegmented feature tracks to separate the motion charactertered, and an affine transformation
matrix
computed for
izing the actions from the dominant camera motion.
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Capturing the “right” temporal motion

Image motion confounds camera translation,
object translation, and nonrigid deformations

Capturing the “right” temporal motion

Image motion confounds camera translation,
object translation, and nonrigid deformations

Stabilized camera

Stabilized object

Stabilized camera + object

Weak stabilization for motion features

CVPR

#882

Motion features for detection in videos
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Figure 5: Comparison of miss rate vs. False Positives Per
Image (FPPI) between our approaches and previous methods. Our new temporal features lead to a significant improvement across all FPPI rates.
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Caltech Pedestrian Benchmark; reduce miss rate from 48% to 36%

ed scale , we now examine
multiframe span n, skip m,
combinations are not possible
valuated. We find that a large
lue m = 1 performs best, al-

Park et al CVPR13

In Figure 5 we compare the results of our detector against
numerous previous works, including ‘MultiFtr+Motion’
[26] which also utilizes motion features. A considerable
improvement is clearly visible with respect to previously
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Improved dense trajectories
Dense sampling
in each spatial scale

Tracking in each spatial scale separately

Trajectory description

HOG

HOF

MBH

Figure 2. Illustration of our dense trajectory description. Left: Feature points are sampled densely for multiple spatial scales. Middle:
Tracking is performed in the correspondingAction
spatial scale
over L frames. by
Right:
Trajectory
descriptors are based on its shape represented by
Recognition
Dense
Trajectories
relative point coordinates as well as appearance
and Alexander
motion information
over a local
neighborhood
of N ⇥ N pixels along the trajectory.
Heng Wang,
Kläser, Cordelia
Schmid,
Liu Cheng-Lin
In order to capture the structure information, the trajectory neighborhood is divided into a spatio-temporal grid of size n ⇥ n ⇥ n⌧ .

a standard KLT tracker. Trajectories in a video are clussegmented feature tracks to separate the motion charactertered, and an affine transformation
matrix is computed for
izing the actions from the dominant camera motion.
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track sparse interest points [18]. Matching dense SIFT deThe code to compute dense trajectories and their description
scriptors is computationally very expensive [15] and, thus,
is available online1 .
HAL is a multi-disciplinary open access
L’archive ouverte pluridisciplinaire HAL, est
infeasible for large video datasets.
archive for the deposit and dissemination of sci- destinée au dépôt et à la di↵usion de documents
In this paper, we propose
an efficient way to extract
Densedetrajectories
entific research documents, whether they are pub- 2.
scientifiques
niveau recherche, publiés ou non,
lished orare
not.obtained
The documents
may come from émanant des établissements d’enseignement et de
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aredes extracted
densely sampled points usingteaching
optical
flow
fields.
The
numabroad, or from public or private research centers. publics ou privés.
scales, see Figure 2. Feature points are sampled on a grid
ber of tracked points can be scaled up easily, as dense flow
spaced by W pixels and tracked in each scale separately.
fields are already computed. Furthermore, global smoothExperimentally, we observed that a sampling step size of
ness constraints are imposed among the points in dense optiW = 5 is dense enough to give good results.
We used
cal flow fields, which results in more robust trajectories than
p
8 spatial scales spaced by a factor of 1/ 2. Each point
tracking or matching points separately, see Figure 1. Dense
Pt = (xt , yt ) at frame t is tracked to the next frame t + 1 by
trajectories have not been employed previously for action
median filtering in a dense optical flow field ! = (ut , vt ).
recognition. Sundaram et al. [28] accelerated dense trajectories computation on a GPU. Brox et al. [2] segmented obPt+1 = (xt+1 , yt+1 ) = (xt , yt ) + (M ⇤ !)|(x̄t ,ȳt ) , (1)
jects by clustering dense trajectories. A similar approach is
used in [17] for video object extraction.
where M is the median filtering kernel, and (x̄t , ȳt ) is the
Motion is the most informative cue for action recognirounded position of (xt , yt ). This is more robust than bition. It can be due to the action of interest, but also be
linear interpolation used in [28], especially for points near
caused by background or the camera motion. This is inmotion boundaries. Once the dense optical flow field is
evitable when dealing with realistic actions in uncontrolled
computed, points can be tracked very densely without adsettings. How to separate action motion from irrelevant moditional cost. Points of subsequent frames are concatenated
tion is still an open problem. Ikizler-Cinbis et al. [9] applied
to form a trajectory: (Pt , Pt+1 , Pt+2 , . . .). To extract dense
video stabilization via a motion compensation procedure,
1 http://lear.inrialpes.fr/software
where most camera motion is removed. Uemura et al. [30]

factor out camera motion
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Why do we need to track?

Spacetime window maybe “shearing”

Tracking

Immense literature

zt
xt
P (x1:T |z1:T ) =

Y
t

p(zt |zt

1 )p(xt |zt )

temporal model

appearance model

Historically, last term has been focus of tracking community
Given zt-1, predict zt with P(zt|zt-1)
e.g., particle filtering, Isard & Blake

Extreme form of problem:
multi-object tracking

Estimate number of tracks and their extent
Do not assume manual initialization
Estimate birth and death of each track

Analogous to “multi-instance segmentation in spacetime”

-class
ueing
clusion
rence

our model.
typical spas) while din such cases
ons between
t one object
ween object
ects (bottles
s should not
ce (couches

Tracking by detection
Non−Maxima Suppression

Mutual Exclus

Figure 2. Our novel contributions include the ability to
hibitory intra-class constraints (NMS) and inhibitory in
constraintsDetect
(Mutual
Exclusion) in a single unified mod
candidates
with
and spatial
co-occurrence. Naive
Linkcontextual
detectionscuing
over time
into tracks
for NMS or mutual exclusion may fail for objects tha
overlap themselves (left) and other objects (right). In
our framework learns how best to enforce such constrai

Multi-object tracking as integer/linear programming
s

t

View as combinatorial problem of what detections to turn on/off

Jiang et al CVPR07
Zhang et al CVPR08
Berclaz et al PAMI2011
Andriyenko and Schindler ECCV10
Pirsiavash, Ramanan, Fowlkes CVPR11
Butt and Collins CVPR13

Trellis Graph

Local cost of window
Pairwise cost of transition
Use dynamic programming (DP) to find single track
(e.g., Vitterbi algorithm)

ter
rter

Trellis Graph

model
Aside: looks a lot like max-pooling
and linear convolution
model
feature map at twice the resolution
model
model
feature map at twice the resolution
feature
map
at at
twice
thethe
resolution
feature
map
twice
resolution

x x
x x

......
......

xx
x x

conv
......
......

conv

response
of of
part
filters
response
part
filters
response
of of
part
filters
response
part
filters
max

pool

add

......
......
transformed
responses
transformed
responses

max
pool

add

Trellis Graph
s

Local cost
Pairwise cost
Birth cost
Death cost

t
Shortest path from S to T = best variable-length track
Still can use DP

Min-cost flow problem
(generalization of min-cut / max-flow)

s

t

Zhang, Li, Nevatia
CVPR08

Cost of a K-unit flow = sum of flow along each edge * cost
1) Capacity along each edge is 1
2) Sum of flow into a node = sum of flow out
(ensures non-overlapping tracks)

Exact solution for K>1
Problem: once we instantiate a track, we cannot edit it
Solution: compute shortest path on residual graph
augmented with reserve edges

s
t

New tracks can “suck flow” out of existing tracks
Keep repeating until next instantiated track increases cost

Okay... so what about tracking articulations?

Which one is correct?
What should a single-image pose estimation alg. output?

CV submission

D 1709

N-best decoding

Generate N high-scoring candidates with simple
(tree) model, and evaluate with complex model

Popular in speech, but why not vision?
Example: assume a “chain” par
Pictorial structures

Part-based representation:
• Each part models local visual properties.

-Initialize no
-Initalize ed
-Find lowes
with dynam

• “Springs” model spatial relationships.
• Joint estimation of part locations.
– No hard detection of parts or features.

Pixel Pixel
locations parameters.
– No initialization
locations

If we have n
locations, wh
1

What is comp
(eg, there are
nose)?

eye

head

nose

torso

mouth

leg

“Secret”: In p
computation

N-best maximal decoding

N-best with “NMS” or “mode-finding”
Park and Ramanan, ICCV11
Yadollahpour et al. ECCV12

Example: assume a “chain” part mode
N-best maximal decoding
Pictorial structures

Part-based representation:
• Each part models local visual properties.

-Initialize nodes with m
-Initalize edges with sp
-Find lowest-cost path
with dynamic progamm

• “Springs” model spatial relationships.
• Joint estimation of part locations.
– No hard detection of parts or features.

Pixel Pixel
locations parameters.
– No initialization
locations

If we have n parts and k
locations, what is the co
1

What is complexity when
(eg, there are only v valid
nose)?

eye

head

nose

torso

mouth

leg

“Secret”: In practice, trunc
computation so that local

Intuition: backtrack from all part “max-marginals”, not just root
(can we done without any noticeable increase in computation)

N-best maximal decoding
Park & Ramanan, “N-best decoders for part models” ICCV 2011

Find N-best “modes” rather than N-best poses
Philosophy: Delay hard decisions as much as possible
Candidate interest points
Candidate parts
Candidate poses

Maximal poses from a single frame

n

n

n

n

n

n

Aside: other ways of representing uncertainty
P (z|x) / e

S(x,z)

fw (x) > 0
Log-linear
conditional models

fw (x)
=NIPS
w 06· (x)
Ramanan
fw (x) = max w · (x, z)
z

Tracking by articulated detection

Problem: linking up these detections won’t work

Recall: Why is finding people difficult?

variation in appearance

variation in pose and viewpoint

occlusion & clutter
Classic “nuisance factors” in image recognition

Recall: Why is finding people difficult?

variation in appearance

variation in pose and viewpoint

occlusion & clutter
Classic “nuisance factors” in image recognition

Tracking by repeated detection
Generic
Person
Template

‘Lola’
Template

Tracking as model-building

Model-based tracking
ORourke & Badler 80
Hogg 83
Rehg & Kanade 95
Ioffe & Forsyth 01
Toyama & Blake 01
Sigal et al. 04

Latent-variable tracking
Ramanan et al.
PAMI 07

A generic object template must be invariant
We want to build a model of the object as we track it

Track through occlusions

Ramanan, Forsyth, and Zisserman PAMI 07

full occlusion

partial occlusion

self occlusion

Discriminative clothing models

2002 World Series

motion blur &interlacing

Track long footage (10,000 frames)

Michelle Kwan,1998 Olympics

extreme pose

motion blur

fast movement

Olympic woes

silver, not gold

till seeking gold

03/29/2006 11:32

Kwan led after the short program. In the long program, skating to Lyra Angelica by the
British composer William Awyn, the 17-year-old turned in a clean, if cautious, effort.
Kwan didn't make a major error -- with only one slight wobble on a triple jump -- earning
her a solid row of 5.9s on presentation from the judges. As flowers rained upon the ice from
her fans, the gold medal, it seemed, was hers. Still, her conservative routine earned five 5.7s
for technical merit, and the door was opened, however slight, for Lipinski.
http://espn.go.com/classic/biography/s/Kwan_Michelle.html

And her diminutive rival took advantage of that crack. The 4-foot-10, 82-pound reigning
world champion hit the ice with an unbounded display of energy that will be remembered
as a four-minute homage to unbridled joy. As she sprinted across the ice with her arms

The culprit

Unexpected/unlikely motions often very important
The motion prior P(zt+1|zt) may smooth out such subtleties

Tracking multiple people
Independently track each figure

Clothing appearance is no longer a nuisance

person
detector

Deva
detector

Bryan
detector

John
detector
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Spatiotemporal models
Data-driven

Model-driven
Run
Sit

Catch

Walk
Stand

Trip

Data-driven action recognition
user

3D motion
library

+
{run,walk, wave, etc.}
Annotations

StandWave

Motion Synthesizer
match 1/2 second clips of motion
annotated
video

original video

2D track

Results
(Low-level)
tracking

(High-level)
spatiotemporal
models

Pipeline surprisingly rare (e.g., doesn’t work on TrecVid)

Recognizing structured actions
Making tea from a wearable camera

Start boiling
water

Do other things
(while waiting)
start
boiling water

wait

Pour in cup

steep
tea leaves

Drink tea

time

How do we capture long-term structure?
Walk

Stand

Markov models

Crouch

What’s magic behind semi-markov models?
Walk

Stand

Crouch

Walk
...

Stand
Crouch
t1

t2

t3

Semi-markov models
start
boiling water

wait

time

steep
tea leaves

Walk0
Walk1
Walk2

Walk
Stand

Stand0

Crouch
t1

t2

t3

Stand1
...

t1

t2

t3

Add counting states and force sparse transitions (Walk0 to Walk1)
Counting state costs can model arbitrary priors over segment lengths

How do we capture long-term structure?

Exploit models for language

“The hungry rabbit eats quickly”

Context-free grammar

Example grammar

a

“yank”

b

“pause”

c

“press”

Clean&Jerk action = abc
Snatch action = ac

S!z
S ! Sacz
S ! Sacz

z

“background”

into way
a hierarchical
parse
of multiple
actionsvideo
andclips.
subactions.
We introclassification of
temporally
pre-segmented
We describe
and e⇤cient
grammars
thatare
segment
a continuous
video
streamwindow
ducelightweight
online parsing
algorithms
that
as fast
as a simple
sliding
into a which
hierarchical
of multiple
and subactions.
We introclassifier,
scaleparse
linearly
with actions
the length
of video and
use constant
duce online parsing algorithms that are as fast as a simple sliding window
storage. We describe a simple but novel data-model based on a “bagclassifier, which scale linearly with the length of video and use constant
of-articulated-poses”,
train
as well
as other
grammar
parameters
storage. We describe and
a simple
butitnovel
data-model
based
on a “bagusingof-articulated-poses”,
a structural SVM.
theother
effectiveness
of our approach
andWe
trainillustrate
it as well as
grammar parameters
a structural
SVM.on
Weaillustrate
the effectiveness
our approach
overusing
common
baselines
new 2-million
frame of
dataset
of continuous
over common
YouTube
videos.baselines on a new 2-million frame dataset of continuous

Example parse

YouTube videos.

010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028

Zhu et al
Bobick et al

029
time
030
031
032
033

Grammars

A look back
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